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Leaf Area Index (LAI)
• Definition: one half the total green leaf area per unit 
of horizontal ground surface area
• Satellite estimation of LAI is important for land 
surface and climate modeling. 
Illustration of  LAIo and LAIu
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Reason 1: 
• Carbon fixed through net primary productivity (NPP) 
has different residence times for different 
components in forest ecosystems (Vogel & Gower, 
1998; Rentch et al., 2003).
• In carbon cycle modeling, overstory and understory 
vegetation need to be treated differently.
Why LAIo and LAIu?
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Reason 2: 
• There are no satellite products providing 
LAIo and LAIu simultaneously.
Redrawn from Fang et al. (2013)
Boreal forests
Study area: Latitudes higher than 50°N.
Why Boreal Forests?
• At the northern middle and high latitudes, vegetation
is more sensitive to climate change, and temperature
is changing most rapidly (IPCC, 2013)
• LAI products show high uncertainties in sparsely 
vegetated and savanna areas (Fang et al., 2013), 
including boreal forests. 
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Look-Up Table
MODIS BRDF
FLiES
NDVIu
Algorithm for Estimating Understory LAI
Semi-Empirical
Method
LAIu
the Semi-Empirical Method
• Step 1:  to reconstruct BRF values. 
SZ=45; VZ=0, 10, 20, 30; VA=40, 140.
• Step 2: to perform regression analysis.    
NDVIi = ai?NDVIo+bi.
• Step 3: to search the position where the regressed NDVIi
has the lowest variation (NDVIo,s).
• Step 4: to calculate understory NDVI. 
NDVIu = Mean(ai?NDVIo,s+bi)
Ref: Yang et al. (2014), Remote Sensing
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Retrieved NDVIu in 2010
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Look-up table for LAIu estimation
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LA
I
Average NDVI for seven angles
? Seven angles: SZ=45; VZ=0, 10, 20, 30; VA=40, 140 excluding one nadir view.
? Soil layer: Lichen + Moss
Apparent LAIu in Boreal forests in 2010
? Estimated LAIu show reasonable magnitudes (0~2.0) and 
seasonal patterns.
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Look-Up Tables Ancillary Information
Satellite 
Reflectance
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Algorithm for Estimating Overstory LAI
Inverse modeling
1). Forest Structure Model
2). FLiES model
1). NDVIu retrieval
2). ICESat-based Canopy Height
3). Crown Cover 1). MODIS Version 6
1). NDVI-based Searching
3-1). Generation of LUTs for LAIo:
• Radiative transfer model: 
?Forest Light Environmental Simulator (FLiES)
• Input parameters for FLiES:
?Optical properties
? Landscape parameters (Crown data sets) 
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Structure of crowndata.txt in FLiES
Empirical forest structure model
Tree Density
# of tree in
each quadrat
X-Y Coordinate 
Canopy height 
(Max and Min)
Canopy Height
DBHCrown Radius/Length
Neyman /Possion
distribution Weibull distribution
Ref: Yang et al., EJFR (submitted)  
LiDAR-derived Global Canopy Height
• Data Selection Criterion:  ?????????????????????
LiDAR vs. In situ
• Bias is obvious; high correlation exits.
y = 0.509x + 9.1948
R² = 0.7
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Western and Eastern Boreal 
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H vs. TD for Western part
Low: 1.5~ 5 m; Medium: 5~ 15 m; High: 15~ 25 m
y = 143372x-1.591
R² = 0.6357
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Histogram of tree cover for low, 
medium and high ENF (West)
• Data source: MOD44B
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Definition of nine ENF types
Tree Cover
Height TC-1 TC-2 TC-3
1.5-5 (m) 9% 18% 26%
5-15 (m) 32% 42% 53%
15-25 (m) 46% 56% 70%
Spatial Distribution of nine types 
of ENF
?
?
?
?:
(a) Low, TC=9% (b) Low, TC=18% (c) Low, TC=26%
(d) Medium, TC=42% (e) Medium, TC=42% (f) Medium, TC=53%
(g) High, TC=46% (h) High, TC=56% (i) High, TC=70%
Structure of the Look-up tables
3-2). Inverse Modeling for LAIo
LAIo= F-1 (SZA, VZA, VAA, NDVIu, CH, TC, NDVI)
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Estimated LAIo for Boreal ENF in 2010
? Estimated LAIo show reasonable magnitudes (0~3.6) and seasonal 
patterns.
Trajectory of LAIo at Poker Flat Research 
Range (PFRR) in 2010
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Conclusions
?We proposed novel algorithms to estimate 
overstory and understory LAI for boreal 
forests.
?The results show reasonable spatial and 
temporal patterns.
?More quantitative validations are still needed.
Thank you !
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